REGIONAL DISPARITIES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF TOURISM TURNOVER IN THE SOUTH-EAST DEVELOPMENT REGION
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ABSTRACT

In the current national and European framework, concerns have been intensified regarding the analysis of territorial disparities in a more comprehensive, multidimensional vision. In this respect, the study of the way in which tourism turnover is distributed at territorial level may be a way of providing us economic performance indices of the analyzed territorial systems. In this study we propose the analysis of the territorial distribution of tourism turnover within the South-East Development Region and to identify its importance in the development of local economies. Thus, a tourism from turnover database was made for each territorial administrative unit from the South East Development Region, for the period 2000-2016. This database was used for GIS representation of turnover distribution at the territorial administrative unit level, both in terms of evolution and in territorial aspect. As a result of the applied methodology, regional disparities were revealed in the distribution of tourism turnover but also how territorial systems have responded economically to structural shocks.
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INTRODUCTION

Turnover is one of the most important economic indicators in quantifying the economic performance of a company, the same situation being in the case of tourism activities, its size offering indices regarding the economic efficiency of the tourist company. Today, tourism is seen as an economic activity that can stimulate the development of local economies as a way to increase their competitiveness at local, regional or national level \cite{1,2,3,4}. Globally, the total tourism contribution to GDP was USD 7 613.3 billion (10.2\% of GDP), the growth rate being projected to reach 3.6\% per year by 2027, which is slightly more higher than the growth rate of the global economy (3\%) \cite{5}. At the level of Romania, the contribution of tourism to GDP was around 5\% in 2017, the estimates being growth for the next period \cite{6}. Against this background, it becomes clear that an effective economic growth strategy must include the measure to stimulate the development of this economic sector, especially as it can help mitigate territorial disparities \cite{3}. Therefore, the issue of territorial disparities is an important concern at EU level if we think of the concept of territorial cohesion promoted at the level of the...
organization regarding the integrated territorial development [7], [8], [9], [10]. In this respect, the analysis of regional disparities in the distribution of tourism turnover can give us important insights into how this economic sector can influence the level of income in the territorial systems with capitalized resources.

**METHODOLOGY**

In the present study we intend to analyze the distribution of tourism turnover in the South East Development Region (Fig. 1). The South-East Development Region overlaps in six counties: Buzau, Vrancea, Galati, Brăila, Tulcea and Constanța, being the development region with the most diversified tourism resources both natural and anthropic. Also some of these tourist resources are specific, such as the Danube Delta and the Black Sea coast, making this region one of the most attractive for tourism.

In order to analyze the way of distribution of tourism turnover at the regional level, a database was created for each administrative-territorial unit, a database used to produce cartographic materials for the distribution of turnover, following both the evolution and the distribution at the territorial level.

![Figure 1. South-East Development Region](image.png)

**RESULTS**

For the year 2000 (fig. 2), the highest values of the turnover were recorded in Constanta (52722695 Ron) and Mangalia (39567176 ron), followed by Galati, Buzau, Tulcea, Focsani, Braila, with turnover values of less than 15000000 Ron. However, it is noted that 72% of the territorial administrative units did not register tourism turnover, which shows that this economic activity was still incipient. Also, a number of localities such as
Eforie (CT), Merei (BZ), Stejaru (TL), Crișan (TL) have turnover values between 500,000 and 400,000 Ron.

**Figure 2.** Distribution of turnover from tourism at the level of the South-East Development Region in 2000

**Figure 3.** Distribution of turnover from tourism at the level of the South-East Development Region in 2008
Figure 4. Distribution of turnover from tourism at the level of the South-East Development Region in 2009

Figure 5. Distribution of turnover from tourism at the level of the South-East Development Region in 2016
The situation in the year 2008 (fig. 3) is radically changed compared to the year 2000, the share of the localities that did not register tourism turnover reduced to 41%. Also, all the county residences exceed the threshold of 15000000 Ron the maximum value being registered in the Constanța municipality (282421659 Ron, a six times increase in the Turnover), Mangalia (131063016 Ron) with an increase of 3 times more). Also at the county level, Constanța (Corbu, Năvodari, Medgidia, Cobadin, Techirghiol, etc.) and Tulcea (Murighiol, Maliuc, Sulina, etc.) are the counties with the highest number of territorial administrative units with high values from tourism.

At the level of 2009 (Fig. 4), the tourism turnover in the entire region registered a decrease of about 18% due to the economic crisis, the county's municipalities remaining above the 150000 Ron threshold, with the exception of Focsani which drops from the value of 9565435 ron from 17635354 Ron in 2008.

For the year 2016 the total turnover (fig. 5) from tourism sector, of the region, registered the highest value in the four years under review, being 35% higher than in 2008, although in 2009 it registered a slight decrease. Analyzing the distribution of turnover in 2016, it is first of all noted the increase in disparities between the territorial administrative units with important tourism resources, which have been capitalized higher (administrative units in the Danube Delta and the Black Sea coast) and territorial administrative units that do not have such resources or are poorly capitalized (territorial administrative units in the southern area of Braila county or northern Galati county).

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the distribution of turnover in the South-East Development Region, during the period 2000-2016, highlights the following:
- Territorial administrative units with turnover from tourism activities are concentrated in Tulcea County (Danube Valley and Danube Delta), Constanța (coastal area, Constanța and Mangalia ports, Danube-Black Sea Canal), Buzău and Vrancea (sub-Carpathian and mountain areas) but also along the main road arteries that cross the region (E85, E60, E87, E70);
- There are also differences between the counties with rich tourist resources (coastal, delta, mud volcanoes) and those with predominant activities of agriculture and industry;
- • As regards the territorial distribution of turnover values over the analyzed period, there is an increase in the disparities between the territorial administrative units and those with tourism resources having a turnover which shows a growth trend for the analyzed period.
- the analysis of regional disparities in the distribution of turnover, indicates that tourism can significantly contribute to the reduction of territorial economic disparities.

The turnover generated by tourism activities, but especially its size, can be a good indicator of the economic performance in the ansamble and in particular of the tourism in the territorial systems that have specific resources. Therefore, a solution for the efficiency of the economic activity at the level of the territorial systems is the elaboration of efficient management plans through which the local resources (implicitly the tourist ones) are valorised at the highest level so that the result is a reduction of the disparities at the local level, regional or national level. This can only be achieved through a detailed knowledge of local economic components and how they interact with each other, but also with other components of the regional and national economic system [11], [12], [13], [14].
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